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HOPEFUL FOR THE NFL

STRIVE TO SUCCEED

Former Eastern running back Isaiah Johnson
hopes to be noticed by NFL recruiters after
winning MVP in both the FCS National Bowl
and the Spiral Tropical Bowl.

Eastern’s English department and the Student Success Center provide tips for
students who are struggling academically.
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Meet Mark Smith: First candidate interviewed for
dean of the College of Health and Human Services
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Professor points
out similarities
between budget
crisis, national
shutdown
By Corryn Brock
Associate News Editor | @corryn_brock

ing conditions hazardous due to slick roads,
parking lots and sidewalks.
Another winter storm is expected Friday
night through Saturday night in central Illinois; accumulating snow is possible.

In 2015 Illinoisans began experiencing a 793-day-long
budget crisis that lasted into 2017, and Ryan Burge, professor of political science, is seeing similarities between it
and the 25-day-long government shutdown U.S. citizens
are currently facing.
“This speaks to a larger problem. The reason that the Illinois budget stalemate lasted so long was because in order
for a budget stale to resolve, you need pressure to build,”
Burge said. “Illinois kept doing things to take the pressure
off.”
Burge said he saw a likeness between how Illinois politicians and national politicians handle(d) their respective
situations.
“I see so many parallels between the two things,” Burge
said. “In a lot of ways they are exactly alike.”
The shutdown only has a strong impact on a fraction of
citizens, “non-essential” federal employees.
“It’s only 800,000 workers. Which is a lot, don’t get me
wrong, but our country is 300 million people,” Burge said.
“Until more people are affected by it, don’t see a resolution
happening.”
Similarly in Illinois, higher education was impacted
heavily while a lot of Illinois was functioning with few issues.
“The Illinois shutdown was predicated on the fact that
people weren’t being hurt by it. There wasn’t that pressure being built up,” Burge said. “The pressure was always
(elsewhere). Like it was at Eastern, but if you don’t live in
a county with a university or a community college, who
cares?”
Another similarity Burge said he sees is in former Gov.
Bruce Rauner and President Donald Trump.
“Trump is a businessman, Bruce Rauner was a businessman, and they come from environments where they were
the CEO,” Burge said. “When you’re the CEO you don’t
have to compromise. You tell people what to do, and they
do it.”
Burge said when you’ve been in the position of being
the one to make all decisions it’s harder to compromise,
and compromise is what the budget crisis needed and
what the shutdown needs.
“If you’ve gone your whole life leading by fiat, just telling people what to do, it’s hard to get yourself in the mentality of collaboration and cooperation and compromise,”
Burge said. “I think that (we’re seeing the fruits of businessmen in government), and it’s not good.”
Rauner was a Republican in the executive branch that
was working with a Democratic majority in the legislature
that could not override his veto, which is the situation currently happening with Trump and the Democratic majority in the House.
Burge said it is going to take a large-scale impact to
bring the shutdown to an end.
“We don’t think about something until it doesn’t work.
When your car starts 99 percent of the time you don’t
think about it, and the one time it doesn’t start that’s all
you think about,” Burge said. “It’s the same this with government. There’s lots of things that happen that we don’t
know about that keep the trains running on time, keep
our food safe, keep the airlines working. As soon as one
of those thing fail we’re going to get really aware of how
much the government does.”
Burge said it is important to keep in mind the human
aspect of politics.
“At the end of the day politics is people, and people are
irrational and people do things based on emotion,” Burge
added. “Eventually the dam is going to have to break.”

The News staff can be reached at 581-2812
or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Corryn Brock can be reached at 581-2812 or at
cebrock@eiu.edu.
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Mark Smith (left), the associate dean of the College of Natural and Health Sciences at University of Northern Colorado, was the first
to be interviewed for the position for dean of the College of Health and Human Services on Eastern’s campus Monday morning
in Booth Library. During the interview, Smith explained that since he does not know the community on and off campus, he was
determined to meet as many people as possible and figure out the campus culture, so he can figure out the logistics of the faculty
members on campus. He also spoke about what his plans were for student and faculty retention in order to grow the college over
time. “We talk about faculty a lot in institutions, we do a really nice job of talking about faculty, but it’s not faculty, it’s the staff too.
The faculty may be here, but if it wasn’t for the staff and if it wasn’t for everybody else, there isn’t a university.” Smith said during
the interview.

Jobs available with Housing, Dining
By Valentina Vargas
Multicultural Reporter | @DEN_News
Eastern Illinois University Housing and
Dining Services is offering Eastern students
jobs on campus for this spring semester.
Mark Hudson, the director of housing and
dining, said Housing and Dining service is the
largest single department that employs students.
In the dining operation areas, they have 450
students working for them in places such as
the Stevenson Tower, Taylor Dinning, Thomas Dining, Java Beanery and Bakery, University
Food Court and Panther Catering.
Hudson said that along with the dining services, they also hire students to be desk assistants, computer lab assistants and resident assistants.
The students are limited in the number of
hours they can work in a payroll period, which
Hudson said is around 20 hours although the
students are able to work less if they decide.
He said students who work while in school
also gain additional benefits since they get connections within the institution and connections

with the people they work alongside.
“People who do the cooking in the dining
centers get very attached to their student workers,” Hudson said. “They have very good relations with each other, and I know I’ve got a lot
of them that say, ‘Yup, I’ve gotten Christmas
cards for 20 years.’”
Courtney Strolle, the central hiring assistant,
said the experience the student workers deal
with is one of the good practices they get by
working in the dining facilities.
“There is just so many people that go
through the dining facilities,” Strolle said.
“You’re gonna get the quiet people, you’re gonna get the loud people, you’re going to get everyone and from all different kinds of cultures.”
Julie Cutright, the office support specialist
and hiring for panther dining, said she has given people their very first jobs by having them
work in the dining services.
“We have had a lot of students that have
come through that had no experience,” Cutright said. “And we are willing to work with
them.”
Cutright said for students pursuing a dinning job, they mainly look for the student’s reg-

istration in a current term.
“When we have them come in for an interview, we look at their schedules and compare it
to a schedule in a different facility and we try
to match things up the best that we can,” Cutright said.
Although, she said for the moment they are
looking to fill in places they need people to
work in.
Cutright said returning students that have
worked in the field do not need to reapply to
work their previous dining job.
She said if they have talked with their manager before a semester had ended, they have a
position available to them.
Cutright said an advantage of working in a
dining place on campus is students do not need
transportation, they can just walk to any of
the facilities and they work around their class
schedule.
“A lot of them have commented that when
they work off campus, it’s been harder to work
with their school schedules,” Cutright said.
“We don’t do that. We try to make it so that
they can do school first and then work second.”
JOBS, page 5

Freezing rain likely to cause slippery roads, sidewalks
Staff Report | @DEN_News
The National Weather Service in Lincoln
issued a Hazardous Weather Outlook for portions of central Illinois, east central Illinois,
and west central Illinois.
Overnight into Tuesday morning a weak
weather system will “produce patchy freezing

drizzle,” according to the report. Roads and
walkways may become slippery if left untreated.
Late Wednesday night and into Thursday
morning freezing rain and snow is expected,
and those traveling should be aware of the
possibility of ice on roadways.
Ice formations can make travel and walk-
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Gov. Pritzker gives Democrats near-record power
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Billionaire J.B. Pritzker took the oath
Monday as Illinois governor, giving Democrats nearly unprecedented power at the
Statehouse after four years of divided government only worsened the economic
woes of a state billions of dollars in debt.
The 53-year-old heir to the Hyatt hotel chain defeated Republican predecessor
Bruce Rauner in November. Throughout his four years in office, Rauner clashed
with Democrats who dominate the Legislature, contributing to the longest stretch
without an annual budget of any state
since the Great Depression and driving

the state's credit rating to the brink of
"junk" status.
Pritzker offered a cooperative future
while blaming the stalemate on Rauner
and his insistence that only a complete reboot could fix "broken" Illinois.
"At 200 years old, Illinois is still a
young promise," said Pritzker, who became the state's 43rd executive six weeks
after its bicentennial. "We must begin
a new century with new maturity and
enough foolishness to believe we can make
a difference. That starts with leadership
that abandons single-minded, arrogant

notions. No, everything is not broken."
Circumstances have set the bar low
for Pritzker success. Rauner's demand for
his business-friendly, anti-union agenda
in exchange for a state spending plan hit
a buzz-saw in the Democrats who controlled the General Assembly.
Chicago Democrat Michael Madigan
took the gavel last week for his 18th term
as House speaker, a tenure covering all but
two years since 1983. The longest serving
speaker of a state House in U.S. history
brought with him near-record legislative
majorities.

In the past 140 years, the 74-44 Democratic House majority is second only to
the party's strength in 1965-67, and the
Senate's 40 Democrats to 19 Republicans
matches the 2013-15 count and, as a percentage, falls behind only the Democrats'
1935-37 majority.
Pritzker repeated pledges to create a
long-desired capital construction plan to
fix roads and bridges and to make a push
in the just-begun General Assembly to legalize the recreational use of marijuana
and its hoped-for $1 billion in annual tax
revenue.

No shutdown end Firefighters cleaning chemical spill at U of I campus
in sight; Trump
URBANA, Ill. (AP) — University least two hours. The announcement ers deal with the spill.
of Illinois officials say crews are clean- came after other alerts announcing
Research at the Beckman Institute
says 'never ever
ing a chemical spill at the Urbana- the hazardous materials release at the for Advanced Science and Technology
Champaign campus' Beckman Insti- institute and asking people to leave centers around molecular science and
back down'
tute .
the building. School officials say the engineering, integrative imaging and
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Donald Trump kept his hard line Monday on the partial government shutdown, now in a fourth week over his insistence on billions of dollars for a long,
impregnable wall at the U.S. Mexico
border.
"When it comes to keeping the
American people safe, I will never, ever
back down," Trump said, repeating
his strong view that the wall is needed on both security and humanitarian
grounds. He spoke to farmers attending
a convention in New Orleans.
As Congress returned to Washington
for a second week of legislative business
since House control reverted to Democrats, the shutdown hit Day 24, affecting federal workers and services. Trump
has demanded $5.7 billion for his longpromised wall, while Democrats, who
oppose the wall as both immoral and
ineffective, insist Trump re-open the
government before they negotiate further border security.
Before leaving for the speech, Trump
said he had dismissed a proposal from
Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham to reopen the government for several weeks
and continue dealing with Democrats
over money for the wall.
"I did reject it, yes," Trump said.
"I'm not interested. I want to get it
solved. I don't want to just delay it."
From the White House, Trump argued that he alone was ready to negotiate, noting that a group of House and
Senate Democrats were touring hurricane-ravaged Puerto Rico.

School officials said about 1:45
p.m. Monday that the situation is under control and cleanup could take at

chemical has been contained in the
building and no one should re-enter
the Beckman Institute while firefight-

intelligent systems.
No details were given about what
chemical spilled or how it spilled.

Utility seeks
bankruptcy
protection over
California fires

Man who took
2 women hostage
at UPS facility
killed by police

Trump's evolving
foreign policy
challenges top
US diplomat

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The nation's largest utility said Monday it is filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy because
it faces at least $30 billion in potential
damages from lawsuits over the catastrophic wildfires in California in 2017
and 2018 that killed scores of people and
destroyed thousands of homes.
The move by Pacific Gas & Electric Corp., expected by the end of the
month, would be the biggest bankruptcy by a utility in U.S. history, legal experts said.
It would allow PG&E to hold off
creditors and continue providing electricity and natural gas without interruption to its 16 million customers in
Northern and central California while it
tries to put its finances in order.
The filing would not make the lawsuits disappear, but would result in all
wildfire claims being consolidated into
a single proceeding before a bankruptcy
judge, not a jury. That could shield the
company from excessive jury verdicts,
and also buy time by putting a hold on
the claims.

LOGAN TOWNSHIP, N.J. (AP)
— An armed man who entered a UPS
processing facility Monday morning
and held two women hostage for several hours was shot and killed by police as
he left the building with the women, authorities said.
Several officers fired at William Owens, 39, of Sicklerville, New Jersey, after
he and the hostages had left the building, the state Attorney General's Office
said in a news release that did not detail
the situation or explain why the suspect
was shot.
Owens had entered the business at
about 8:45 a.m. and fired shots, which
did not strike anyone, before taking the
women to a room and barricading himself inside with them, authorities said.
Officials believe that Owens had a prior relationship with one of the hostages,
Gloucester County Prosecutor Charles
Fiore said.
The women escaped without serious injuries after the standoff in Logan
Township, about 20 miles (30 kilometers) south of Philadelphia, Fiore said.

RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA (AP)
— If Mike Pompeo was surprised, he
didn't show it. But the secretary of
state had woken up in the capital of
Saudi Arabia on Monday to find that
President Donald Trump had tweeted
a threat to NATO ally Turkey warning
of economic harm should the Turks attack U.S.-backed rebel forces in Syria.
On the second-to-last stop of a
Mideast tour dominated by questions
and concerns from Arab leaders about
Trump's abrupt order to withdraw
American troops from Syria, Pompeo
had to refer reporters' questions about
the tweet to the White House. He said
he assumed Trump was referring to the
possibility of economic sanctions on
Turkey if the Kurds were hit. But he
couldn't speak definitively to the matter.
"We apply sanctions in many places around the world," Pompeo said,
attempting to clarify Trump's threat.
"I assume he's speaking about those
kinds of things but you would have to
ask him."

TODAY ON
ON CAMPUS:
TODAY
CAMPUS
Booth Library Tour | 11:00 AM & 3:00 PM | Booth Library, Research Desk
No appointment necessary! Come to the Research Help Desk, located on the north end of
the library, to join a tour group!
EIU StepsUp! | 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM | Martinsville Room, MLK Jr. Union
This is an interactive presentation designed to engage and educate students on the topic of
bystander intervention. Discussed are incidents in which an individual is encouraged to step
up and intervene.
Stress + Sleep Management | 2:00 - 3:00 PM | Martinsville Room, MLK Jr. Union
Feeling stressed or tired? Come to learn about typical causes of stress for college students
and healthy sleep habits to reduce the development of stress!
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College 101: Am I in the right class?
By Logan Raschke
News Editor | @LoganRaschke
The English department and Student
Success Center shared advice and tips for
students struggling in their classes.
While the deadline to add full-term
courses for the Spring 2019 semester has
passed, students can still drop them at no
cost until Jan. 18, according to Eastern’s academic calendar.
The last day to withdraw from a course
and receive a 50 percent refund is Monday,
Feb. 4.
After Feb. 4, students who still want to
withdraw from a course will have to do so
by Friday, March 29 and pay full-price for
it.
While withdrawing from a course is an
option for struggling students, some would
rather stay and try their best to pass or excel.
Angela Vietto, an English professor and
the chair of the English department, said
professors are supposed to let their students
know by midterms if they are failing.
If a student is not passing their class by
midterms, not all hope is lost, she said.
Mid-term is Sunday, Feb. 28, and students will still have two months to raise
their grades before final examinations week,
Vietto said.
Communication is key to success; if a
student is struggling in a class, they need to
contact their professor for help, Vietto said.
A good way to get communication flowing is to engage with professors during class
lectures, she said.

“The first thing (struggling students)
should do, if they haven’t already, is raise
their hands and start asking questions,”
Vietto said. “When class is going along and
you’re confused, unless you stop it, it’s just
going to get worse.”
One possible reason students are reluctant to ask questions during class is because
they may be ashamed, or they may be afraid
to do so, she said.
An explanation for this fear of asking
questions might be the unrealistic expectations that are often placed on college students, she said.
“In learning in the classroom, for some
reason we (in American culture) think we
should get (things) right the first time,”
Vietto said. “If we get rid of that idea (and)
realize that making mistakes is a necessary step on the way to learning, maybe we
wouldn’t be embarrassed of asking questions, maybe we wouldn’t be afraid of looking up our grades on D2L.”
Not only does communicating effectively
and frequently with a professor during class
help guide a student towards success, it also
helps them in their future careers, she said.
In any workplace, people need to be
comfortable asking questions and communicating ideas with their professional peers,
and college classrooms are good environments to begin developing this skill, she
said.
In addition to effective communication,
Vietto said there are other outlets students
have to get help with their courses.
The cost of hiring a tutor at Eastern is
covered by tuition, and the writing center

at Coleman Hall can assist students via appointment or walk-in, regardless of a student’s major or the assignment they need
help with, she said.
Another outlet struggling students can go
to for help is the Student Success Center.
Alexes Beres, graduate assistant for the
Student Success Center, said the center’s
goal is to get struggling students organized
and prepared for academic success.
“What we do is we meet with students;
it can be weekly or bi-weekly, and we listen to them one on one to understand what
they’re struggling with and what their challenges are. Then, after that, we determine
a plan that helps them reach the goals for
their semester,” she said.
Sometimes students just need an extra
hand in setting up a weekly planner; it can
play a huge role in a student’s success, and
sometimes students need to re-think the
classes they previously were going to take,
she said.
For undecided majors who are begging
to feel the pressure to choose a field, Vietto
said she would recommend checking Eastern’s list of majors and crossing out ones
they know they are not interested in.
After the list has been significantly narrowed down, she said students should visit the Bureau of Labor Statistics online to
view high, low and average salaries of people in fields they are interested in and other important information that can help narrow down a career and class searches.
Logan Raschke can be reached at 581-2812
or at lrraschke@eiu.edu.
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‘Til death do us part

Be careful;
pay attention
when driving
this week

Z ACH BERGER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Reach out to family, friends when possible
I’m the kind of person who hardly ever gets
sick or injured.
With that being said, I am quite clumsy,
and you can imagine my horror and shock
when I fractured my ankle in the stupidest
way possible.
I was just walking to my next class and
tripped on a twig, or a crack in the sidewalk,
or something else completely innocuous right
outside of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union and twisted my ankle.
In short, I ended up fracturing my anklebone and couldn’t come to class for a couple
of days.
While this was little more than a scratch
for someone athletic, it was a big deal to me
at the time.
Dad was level with me and said I’d probably be right as rain in a week or so, but my
mom was mortified.
I live a good 3 1/2 hours away from my
Geneseo home, and the last thing my mom
could do was visit me while I was injured.
I could tell she felt horrible and a little
guilty she couldn’t visit me.
In retrospect, I think we both knew I was
totally fine, but mom still wanted to show
how much she loved me.
One morning, maybe four days after the

LOGAN R ASCHKE
injury, I was in bed when I got a call from
my mom.
She was happy to hear that I was feeling a
lot better and that I was already able to put a
little pressure on my ankle without being in
any pain.
Mom, bless her heart, couldn’t keep her secret for longer than a minute; she said, “Loges, if anyone knocks on your apartment door,
answer it.”
At first, I was shocked. Had mom made
the last-minute decision to skip town and visit me?
She assured me over the phone that she

simply couldn’t, but the question of who on
Earth would be paying me a visit was still up
in the air.
She admitted she was sending me a bouquet of flowers to my door on that day.
I was overcome with emotion.
No one, not even my boyfriend at the time,
had ever sent me a bouquet before.
To know someone cared so much about
me—that meant a lot.
I started sobbing, sobbing so hard that
my roommate checked in on me to ensure I
wasn’t in any severe pain.
It was at that moment I realized just how
lucky I was to have such a loving mother and
to have a family that cared.
I know everyone is different; some people
don’t have families they can turn to or friends
they can count on.
In any case, if you have family, friends or a
support system somewhere, call and check in
on them.
Odds are they care about you a lot more
than you realize, and it would mean the world
to them to hear from you.
Logan Raschke is a junior journalism major.
She can be reached at 581-2812 or at
lrraschke@eiu.edu.

View health as a priority this year
On average, the typical person visits the doctor four times in a year. I am not the average
person. I couldn’t tell you the last time I visited the doctor because it has been so long—until recently.
I have always talked myself out of going to
the doctor because I hated the fact that they
could tell me something I could have easily fixed myself. For instance, if I got a cold, I
could have gotten some over-the-counter medicine rather than go to the doctor and get something just like it.
In the last week of 2018, I had been to Urgent Care twice and to the emergency room
once.
All of these visits were for the same reason. It
was shocking to hear each doctor tell me what
they thought was wrong. No two doctors gave
me the same answer. This began to frustrate me.
I just want an answer, to feel better and normal again, but with each test coming back normal I feel further away from the goal of finding an answer.
I am hoping to make progress toward finding
the answer to what has been going on, in the

K ARENA OZIER
next few weeks. I’ve realized how hard it is to
not know what is going on with your own body.
It’s quite terrifying.
In this new year I have come to the realization that knowing, in instances like this, is better than not knowing.
When it comes to your health, you have to
take care of yourself, and you need to remember
that no one else knows your body better than
you. If something feels unnatural, don’t risk
it—go to the doctor.

I hadn’t been to the doctor for a long time
before my current visit because I knew my
body well enough that the few times I got sick,
I knew some remedies to help, and I knew it
would go away.
The health problem I have now isn’t going
away until someone can figure out what the exact problem is. The doctor I have now is doing a
great job in trying to crack the case.
Through this process I have learned to not ignore the small problems. In the end, they add
up and become a big mess.
I have also learned that not talking about a
problem doesn’t make it go away. For a month
I tried to ignore and move past the pain I was
feeling until I realized that nothing was going to
get better. This problem needs to be addressed.
In this new year I’ve learned that it’s okay
to see your doctor when you aren’t sure about
something. Just remember, you only get one
body, so take care of it now.
Karena Ozier is a freshman elementary education major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or
at kmozier@eiu.edu.

We hope we’re not beating a dead horse here by
asking everyone to be prepared for severe weather.
We already survived the “snow-pocalypse” that
happened this past weekend, but just because the
snow passed doesn’t mean we can let our guard down.
According to the National Weather Service in Lincoln, a weak weather system will produce patchy
freezing drizzle Monday night and into Tuesday
morning, which will mean that untreated roads and
sidewalks will be icy and slick.
Also, areas of fog are expected Tuesday morning,
and on top of that there is supposed to be a mix of
freezing rain and snow later Wednesday night and
Thursday morning.
Not to mention, it’s going to be cold. That goes
without saying, though.
The big takeaway from all of this is that there will
most likely be patches of ice on sidewalks and in the
roads.
That’s why we are begging you to please be prepared for this and watch what you’re doing.
The Illinois Department of Transportation has
a list of driving tips on its website to keep in mind
when driving in snow and ice conditions.
Some of the tips include avoiding using cruise
control in snow and ice, don’t crowd the plow because the driver might not be able to see you and, of
course, slow down.
According to the website, slower speeds, slower acceleration, slower steering and slower braking are required in winter driving conditions. So you know,
stop driving like you are a NASCAR driver or pretending it’s ‘Fast and Furious’ and drift. You will lose.
You should also keep salt, kitty litter or sand in
your car to help your tires gain traction if your car is
stuck in the snow.
On a side note, be sure to have an emergency kit
in your car that contains jumper cables, flares or reflectors, a small ice scraper, blankets, non-perishable
food, a first-aid kit, you get the picture. Also keep extra chargers for your phone in your car.
Trust us; we’ve been there, and it’s a nightmare
being stranded without any way of getting ahold of
someone.
Plus, we’re sure these are some of the things your
parents shoved in your car when you first moved
away and you forgot about, so congrats; you’re ahead
of the game.
As for those of us taking our daily commute on
foot, just be aware of your surroundings and be vigilant of ice.
One of the members on our editorial board said
she remembers her grandmother or her Nana tell her
to march like a penguin over ice so you don’t fall and
crack your head open.
Listen to Nana; march like a penguin, flat-footed
with your feet spread and arms free to keep your balance and you’ll be safe.
Or you can avoid all of that (if you have the option) and sprinkle salt or kitty litter on ice to melt it.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Letters to the Editor

Those interested can inquire at
opinions.DEN@gmail.com for all
opinion questions, submissions
and letters to the editor.
Please allow a week for us to publish letters to the editor.
The Editor reserves the right to not
publish letters.
Please include your name and
phone number to verify letters.
For more information please call
217-581-2812.
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City Council to
vote on release
of closed session
meeting minutes

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

By Corryn Brock
Associate News Editor | @corryn_brock

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Daja'Nay Brown, a senior psychology major and a student worker at the Thomas Dining Center, hands a student his pizza during
Late Night Pizza in Febuary 2018. Job applications are currently open for Housing and Dining Services.

Hudson said for the dining job applications it is all done
through the panther dining website, where he said there is a tab
that links to the application.
He also said if students want to be a desk assistant, the student needs to be living in the building they are applying for,

since they will know information about the building and can
guide other students.
Valentina Vargas can be reached at 581-2812 or
vvargas@eiu.edu.

Country group Farewell Angelina to perform at Doudna
Staff Report | @DEN_News
The all-female country group Farewell
Angelina will perform at the Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts Center
on Tuesday, Jan. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets cost $17 for general admission,

5

$13 for seniors 62-years-old and older and
$7 for students.
Members of Farewell Angelina include
Nicole Witt, Andrea Young, Lisa Torres and
Ashley Gearing.
Farewell Angelina’s members first formed
the group in Nashville, Tennessee, and they

named the band after the Bob Dylan song
of the same name.
Tickets are purchasable at the Doudna
Fine Arts Center Box Office and its website.
The News staff can be reached at
581-2812 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

The Charleston City will
vote on authorizing the release
of closed session meeting minutes as well as nine other action items during their Tuesday
meeting.
The council will vote on
partial minute releases for July
5, 2017, Dec. 15, 2017, March
6, 2018, July 2, 2018 and July
17, 2018.
Closed sessions are released
after the Corporate Authorities
deem it no longer necessary to
protect the public interest or
an individual’s privacy, according to the resolution to authorize the release.
The council will also vote on
the destruction of audio or video recording from Jan. 3, 2017,
May 2, 2017 and June 6, 2017.
According to the resolution, the Open Meetings Act
allows governmental bodies
to destroy verbatim records of
closed meeting minutes after
18 months without the approval of a Records Commission or
the State Archivist.
Mayor Brandon Combs will
be making a proclamation to
recognize February as Black
History Month.

According to the proclamation, “Black History Month is
a time for all Americans to remember the stories and teachings of those African Americans who helped build our nation, took a stance against injustice to build lives of dignity and opportunity, advanced
the cause of civil rights and
strengthened families and communities.”
The council will also vote on
two other resolutions, an ordinance, and hear an annual city
audit review presentation from
a partner at Gilbert, Metzger &
Madigan, LLP.
Following the action items,
time is reserved for members of
the public to address the City
Council. No action will be taken on matters not listed on the
agenda, and the Council is not
required to take any further action or to discuss the matter
further.
The City Council asks that
those who choose to address
the Council speak into the microphone, limit the presentation to three minutes and avoid
repetitive comments.
Corryn Brock can be reached at
581-2812 or at cebrock@eiu.edu.

LAST
CHANCE!

HIRING!
POLITICS
BUSINESS
DESIGN
PHOTOGRAPHY
EDITING
WRITING

THE FINAL CALL FOR
SENIOR PHOTOS IS
JANUARY 15 - 18.
IF YOU MISSED FALL
SENIOR PICTURES,
THIS IS YOUR LAST
Check out a collection of
student art, photography,
creative writing, poetry,

and more!
Call (217) 581-2812 for information.

CHANCE!
WHAT TO DO
BOOK ONLINE AT:
WWW.LAURENSTUDIOS.COM
USE "PANTHERS" FOR YOUR CLIENT ID.
QUESTIONS? CALL 581-2812

MAKE A STUDY PLAN
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Chatting with change

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
620 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
JORDAN BOYER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
ForSchool,
Information
1-800-972-3550
Mikayla Kuznicki, a senior at Charleston High
and HaliCall:
Cordes,
a Lake Land College student studying aesthetics, talk to a customer while Kuznicki gives back her change
ForAve.
Release Tuesday, January 15, 2019
Monday afternoon at SweeTea’z on Lincoln

Crossword
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28 Zilch

1 [It’s gone!]

29 Dutch painter Jan

5 Visit on a whim

30 Indian wedding
garb

10 ___-relief

31 “Great” boy
detective

13 Folk singer
Mitchell
14 Heart chambers

32 Baseball field
maintainers

15 Accessory for
Sherlock Holmes

35 Run ___
37 What the Roman
goddess Fortuna
controls

16 Combat trauma
18 Real estate
measurement

38 Nimble

19 Made more
bearable

41 Sweeping movie
shot

20 Center

42 Restaurant order
specification

21 Exam monitor

43 Hank of “The
Simpsons”

24 Leave quickly, as
from a parking
spot

44 Casino V.I.P.
46 Larghissimo,
among all
musical tempos

26 Comedian
who said “In
America, anyone
can become
president. That’s
the problem”

47 “The Smartest
Guys in the
Room” company
48 Tony winner
McDonald

27 Offended
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49 ___ Clooney,
lawyer often seen
in tabloids
50 Place for
kitchen scraps,
such as those
starting 16-,
24-, 32- and
44-Across
55 Apt rhyme for
“invade”
56 Farewell in
France
57 DVR pioneer
58 Weekly show
broadcast from
Rockefeller
Center, for short
59 Jury members
60 Goulash, e.g.
DOWN
1 Sleepover attire,
briefly
2 “Impressive!”
3 x’s positive value
in the equation
2x = 4x2 – 2
4 Low-level law
firm employee
5 Forgo
6 Questionnaire
choice
7 Egg on
8 Disposable
lighter brand
9 Himalayan beast
10 Goldie Hawn
comedy or
Leonard Cohen
documentary
11 Hairy Halloween
costume
12 Where Boeing
was founded
15 Water holder for
a farm animal
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PUZZLE BY AMANDA CHUNG AND KARL NI

17 Like Senators
Marco Rubio and
Ted Cruz

31 Units of power
saved, in modern
lingo

43 “Brave New
World” author
Huxley

20 N.Y.C. museum,
with “the”

33 E.T. vehicles

45 Audacious

21 Mac competitors
22 Snitch
23 Path for Western
settlers

LOOKING
FOR
PARTNERS?

28

30

44

39

20

23

41

12

18

26

35

11

15

19
21

10

34 Bathroom items
that might be
confiscated by
the T.S.A.

46 “Terrific!”
48 Female friend in
France
50 Upper limit

35 Materializes

24 Prize money

51 Words of praise

36 Go-to guy

25 Guitar legend
Clapton

52 Fell for a joke

39 Fleur-de-___

27 Couldn’t say no

40 Break bread

53 “___ Got You
Under My Skin”

30 Slight problems

42 Boatload

54 Parent’s
emphatic order

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
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COLUMN | WOMEN'S BASKE TBALL

Eastern far from out of race after bad week
Last week Wednesday I wrote a
column illustrating how the Eastern women’s basketball team was
no longer a rebuilding program and
had finally arrived to be big players
in the conference tournament. It has
been six days, and that article, admittedly, already has not aged well.
The Panthers were 7-6 (1-1 in
OVC) and winners of three of their
last four games at the publication of
that article. The defense was ranked
second in the OVC, Tennessee Tech
had just upset Belmont and sent the
conference into a frenzy, and Eastern truly was playing some really
good basketball.
Eastern has been beat by Jacksonville State and Tennessee Tech
since that article ran and in those
two games gave up a combined
181 points, and the defense is now
ranked fifth instead of second, and
Eastern is in 10th place in the conference.
Ouch.
It is looking right now like my

JJ Bullock
article might have been a hot take
inspired by a three-game winning
streak and a Tennessee Tech upset of Belmont. But stubborn is as
stubborn does. Despite the Panthers’ most recent games, I am going
to take the next 400 words or so and
try to defend my stance that Eastern will be a tournament team come
February.
First and foremost, in my defense of my words last week is the
fact that Eastern has 14 conference
games remaining. That is a lot of
basketball left. Enough basketball
left that Eastern can easily win some

games and forget about last week’s
two-game skid.
Eastern has an excellent chance to
do just that beginning on Thursday
against Murray State. Murray State
was predicted to finish last in the
conference in the preseason poll but
has gotten off to a 2-2 conference
start this season. The Racers may
not be quite as bad as people predicted them to be, but they are certainly a team Eastern should be able
to compete with if they really are as
good as I wrote them off to be.
A game with Austin Peay, another 2-2 OVC, will follow the Murray State match, and that game certainly falls under the same category as Murray State. It’s a game that
Eastern will have to play well in to
show it can hang with the middle-tier teams in the OVC.
I don’t want to sound like I am
making excuses for the team, but
against Jacksonville State the Panthers were without leading scorer
Karle Pace.

While Pace alone probably would
not have made up for the 78-49
margin that Eastern lost by, her
presence in the game, particularly in
the third quarter, may have changed
enough to keep the score closer.
And the third quarter of that
game was a whole other anomaly in
itself. Eastern was outscored 31-4 in
that quarter. 31-4. You could take
an entire season of OVC basketball
and count on one hand the number
of times a team gets beat in a quarter by a margin like 31-4. That quarter was so bad, such an outlier to
how basketball is normally played,
that it should just be ignored all together when evaluating this Eastern team. It should probably just be
treated like it never happened at all.
The Tennessee Tech game brought
a whole load of crazy itself to the
Panthers.
Eastern scored 88 points, the
most in a conference game since
February of 2013. If just given that
figure, it would be crazy to think

the second-ranked defense in a conference would somehow lose that
game.
But it just so happened that during that game Tennessee Tech’s Jordan Brock decided to put on a
shooting performance that would
make Steph Curry tip his cap.
Brock scored 33 of Tennessee
Tech’s 99 points on 8-of-15 shooting from three-point range. Have a
day.
When a player decides to go off
for a performance like that, there is
little anyone can do to stop it. So,
for Eastern, it is probably safe to
just bid Brock and company a good
day and take this loss for what it is.
I am not saying that Eastern will
win the OVC or upset Notre Dame
at any point this year, but even after
the team’s last two games, I would
still argue they will be playing in the
conference tournament.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

NOTEBOOK | MEN'S BASKE TBALL

Murray State, Gamecocks leading conference
By Oscar Rzodkiewicz
Men’s Basketball Reporter | @
ORzodkiewicz
Ohio Valley Conference play
continues to heat up, leaving some
preseason favorites toward the top
of the pack with Eastern trailing
just behind.
The Panthers (10-7, 3-1 OVC)
dropped a tight game with Jacksonville State last week, but the
team responded with a win over
Tennessee Tech this past weekend
to secure a tie for second place in
the OVC.
Eastern has managed to secure
four wins in five games and gets to
return home for conference play in
Lantz Arena for the next two contests as well as four of the next six.
The bad news for the Panthers?

One of the most heralded 2019
NBA prospects will be wearing an
opposing jersey in the first game
back.
Eastern takes on Murray State
(13-2, 4-0 OVC) on Thursday at
7 p.m., and starting Racers sophomore guard Ja Morant continues to
receive high praise for his athleticism and scoring ability.
Morant posted an all-time Murray State record 18 assists paired
with 26 points and seven rebounds
in a 98-77 win over TennesseeMartin, throwing in a monster
dunk that rippled through NBA
Twitter.
Ne w York Knicks beat writ er Tommy Beer tweeted a video
of the dunk, saying alongside it,
“One could make a very strong argument that Murray State point

guard Ja Morant has the highest
upside of any player in the 2019
draft class not named Zion Williamson.”
The two other teams atop the
Ohio Valley Conference may not
boast big NBA prospects, but both
match the conference record set by
Murray State.
Austin Peay (12-5, 4-0 OVC)
has won 10 of its last 11 contests
after a 2-4 start to the 2018-19
campaign, and the Governors get a
chance to extend that record with
a slate against Southern Illinois
Edwardsville on Thursday at 7:30
p.m.
Sophomore Terry Taylor, Austin
Peay’s leading scorer on the year,
dropped 17 points against Southeast Missouri in a 78-60 win and
added 20 plus a game-saving block

in a 72-70 victory over TennesseeMartin just two days later.
Taylor’s 17.2 PPG ranks fourth
overall in the conference, but just
ahead of him is sophomore Dylan
Windler from Belmont, another
team vying for the top spot in the
OVC this year.
The Bruins (12-3, 3-1 OVC)
has strung together three straight
conference wins behind the scoring of Windler and the playmaking
of freshman Grayson Murphy, who
ranks second in the OVC with 6.1
APG.
Belmont’s only conference loss
came against Jacksonville State,
and the team will have a chance to
rectify that blemish with a game
against the Gamecocks on Thursday at 7:15 p.m., but Jacksonville
State has other plans.

The Gamecocks (12-5, 4-0
OVC) are in the middle of a fourgame home stint while they ride a
five-game win streak with seniors
Jason Burnell and Marlon Hunter
headlining the squad.
Burnell and Hunter both rank
top 25 in the conference for scoring, averaging 14.5 and 12.5 PPG
respectively, but defense has been
key for Jacksonville State in its last
three contests, allowing under 63
points in each game.
The Gamecocks have a couple weeks before facing off against
Murray State and Austin Peay in
back-to-back games at the end of
the month in to February.
Oscar Rzodkiewicz can be reached
at 581-2812 or
orrzodkiewicz@eiu.edu.

ATTENTION FRESHMAN,
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS,
AND GRADUATING SENIORS!

IT'S

Warbler
TIME!

A limited number of yearbooks are available for
free to graduates in undergraduate programs, so
make sure you reserve your copy of EIU's
award-winning yearbook TODAY!
If you are graduating, and want to be guaranteed
a yearbook, you must order one!
YEARBOOKS ARE $20. TO ORDER, VISIT:
commerce.cashnet.com/eiuspub
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ADVERTISE WITH
THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS!
CALL (217) 581 - 2812 TO FIND OUT MORE!

S ports

Sports Editor
JJ Bullock
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Former Eastern running back Isaiah Johnson runs with the ball in a 41-40 loss to Tennessee State last season at O’Brien Field. Johnson is an NFL hopeful now and won MVP awards in two bowl
games this offseason.

Big offseason has Johnson NFL hopeful
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
Like many NFL draft and signing hopefuls who just finished their
college football season, Eastern running back Isaiah Johnson is competing in bowl games to get his name
and image out to the world and in
front of scouts. The difference between Johnson and all the other
hopefuls that have played with him
in the FCS National Bowl and the
Spiral Tropical Bowl: Johnson has
won MVP in both games.
Johnson accumulated 128 total yards of offense and scored one
touchdown in the FCS National
Bowl to earn offensive MVP honors back for his team in December
and again took home hardware after rushing for 67 yards on four carries and one touchdown in the FBS
Tropical Bowl.
The bowl games for Johnson provide him another chance to showcase his talent, which he believes
to be NFL caliber in front of pro
scouts. The MVP awards are just
the fruits of that labor and evidence to talent level and potential
he brings to the field.
“It just kind of builds my resume a little bit more coming from
a small college,” Johnson said. “Just
to show that we can play in bigger
games with bigger schools.”
The Tropical Bowl gave Johnson
just the chance he was looking for
to show he is more than just a talented running back at the FCS level. Players from Notre Dame, Tennessee, Miami, Ole Miss, Missis-

sippi State and Indiana all competed alongside Johnson in that game.
And in the end, it would be Johnson who would stand out from
them all.
Now with the bowl games behind
him and the awards on the shelf,
Johnson is turning his sites toward
the NFL with a new-found outlook on his chances from the Tropical Bowl.
“It just gave me that kind of confidence to feel like I actually can
play with those guys and have the
ability to take it to that level,” Johnson said.
Johnson has been talking with
agents and has met with scouts.
NFL teams already showing interest in Johnson include the Arizona Cardinals, who he met with, and
the Oakland Raiders and Cleveland
Browns, both of which sent letters to his high school to conduct a
background check on him.
The Seattle Seahawks and the
New York Jets both had him fill out
questionnaires and things for Johnson, who just over a month ago was
sitting in classrooms on Eastern’s
campus, are quickly turning to talks
of playing professional football.
His family has been “hyping him
up” over the prospect of playing in
the NFL, but for Johnson, all of it
still seems surreal.
“It kind of feels a lot unreal because it’s only like your dream, and
your dream is kind of turning into
goals, and it seems like they’re getting a little achievable,” Johnson
said.
When Johnson committed to

“It kind of feels a lot unreal because it’s only like your
dream, and your dream is turning into goals, and it
seems like they’re getting a little achievable.”
- Isaiah Johnson, former running back
playing at Eastern after transferring
from Moorpark Junior College, he
looked at Eastern’s other NFL success stories like Mike Shanahan,
Sean Payton, Kamu Grugier-Hill,
Tony Romo and Jimmy Garoppollo and figured if he could come to
Eastern and play well, that the NFL
could be a real possibility for him.
Having “Isaiah Johnson” be the
next name on that list is something
that is important to Johnson not
just for his own reasons, but he also
wants to help give Eastern a bigger
name on the national stage.
“As long as you think they had
the chance, you can feel like you
have a chance,” Johnson said. “I
think it will be a great thing for the
university to have another athlete
get out there at that level because I
think we have a lot of pride in our
program and we have great history,
and I think we can turn this small
school aspect into a bigger school
aspect and just bring more of a reality input to this program of what
we can do here.”
Johnson was always confident
in his ability as an athlete in high
school and junior college, and he has
been an all-conference player since
he was sophomore in high school to
back it up. He ran for a team-high
708 yards for Eastern’s pass-first offense last season and was named to

the OVC’s all-second team.
He has really never had any reason to doubt his potential. But the
prospect of playing in the NFL is a
different animal all together.
Johnson was a bit nervous to be
playing in front of so many scouts
before the FCS Scout Bowl, so nervous in fact that during a practice
he dropped a wide-open pass, something the sure-handed Johnson rarely does.
“When the ball was in the air I
was just thinking a bit too much,
but after that drop happened it kind
of just broke me in a little bit and
it kind of just knocked away all the
nerves,” Johnson said.
Talking to agents, scouts, dealing with the process of transitioning
into the NFL can be overwhelming
for players coming from Alabama or
Clemson, much less Eastern.

But, luckily Johnson has some
company on the journey. Former
teammates Alexander Hollins and
Aaron Gooch are dealing with the
same things as Johnson.
Particularly in the case of Hollins, both he and Johnson came to
Eastern from junior colleges and
quickly became all-conference talents with NFL potential.
“(Hollins and I) definitely have
that same kind of mindset about
it because we both came from junior colleges, so we kind of take big
pride in that, and it’s just like that’s
one of the lowest levels of football
you can play in, and to be in the
position that we are now is kind of
like a little brotherhood that junior
college players form,” Johnson said.
Johnson still has a lot to do and
a lot to prove before NFL teams
start filling out their rosters for the
2019-2020 season, but if the first
month of his offseason has been any
indication, he is certainly headed in
the right direction.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

NFL teams in contact with Johnson
-Arizona Cardinals: Spoke with team
-Oakland Raiders: Sent letter to Johnson’s high school
-Cleveland Browns: Sent letter to Johnson’s high school
-Seattle Seahawks: Had him fill out questionnaire
-New York Jets: Had Johnson fill out questionnaire

